PANTONE 109
300
PANTONE 485

Power Blast
Quick dissolving
Calcium Hypochlorite Shock for Pools

NET WEIGHT: 100 LBS. (45.4 kg)

Read all Precautionary and First Aid Statements before use.

Corrosive. Causes skin and eye damage. May be fatal if swallowed. May form

DANGER

Minimum Available Chlorine: ..... 65%

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:

NOTICE TO PHYSICIAN:

Probable mucosal damage may contraindicate the use of gastric lavage.

NATURAL HANDLING.

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY:

M & M INDUSTRIES
KASE (B/C)
SIDEWALL Template
12.0 GALLON DRUM 1/31/14

EMERGENCY HANDLING: In case of contamination or decomposition - Do not seal container or attempt to clean up spill.

• Do not use in a container or device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not mix this product with any other product or treatment products, away from this product. Use only in pool water by scattering product over pool surface.

• Only use a device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not use in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water and not in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water.

EMERGENCY HANDLING: In case of contamination or decomposition - Do not seal container or attempt to clean up spill.

• Do not use in a container or device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not mix this product with any other product or treatment products, away from this product. Use only in pool water by scattering product over pool surface.

• Only use a device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not use in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water and not in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water.

EMERGENCY HANDLING: In case of contamination or decomposition - Do not seal container or attempt to clean up spill.

• Do not use in a container or device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not mix this product with any other product or treatment products, away from this product. Use only in pool water by scattering product over pool surface.

• Only use a device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not use in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water and not in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water.

EMERGENCY HANDLING: In case of contamination or decomposition - Do not seal container or attempt to clean up spill.

• Do not use in a container or device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not mix this product with any other product or treatment products, away from this product. Use only in pool water by scattering product over pool surface.

• Only use a device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not use in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water and not in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water.

EMERGENCY HANDLING: In case of contamination or decomposition - Do not seal container or attempt to clean up spill.

• Do not use in a container or device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not mix this product with any other product or treatment products, away from this product. Use only in pool water by scattering product over pool surface.

• Only use a device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not use in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water and not in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water.

EMERGENCY HANDLING: In case of contamination or decomposition - Do not seal container or attempt to clean up spill.

• Do not use in a container or device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not mix this product with any other product or treatment products, away from this product. Use only in pool water by scattering product over pool surface.

• Only use a device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not use in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water and not in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water.

EMERGENCY HANDLING: In case of contamination or decomposition - Do not seal container or attempt to clean up spill.

• Do not use in a container or device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not mix this product with any other product or treatment products, away from this product. Use only in pool water by scattering product over pool surface.

• Only use a device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not use in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water and not in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water.

EMERGENCY HANDLING: In case of contamination or decomposition - Do not seal container or attempt to clean up spill.

• Do not use in a container or device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not mix this product with any other product or treatment products, away from this product. Use only in pool water by scattering product over pool surface.

• Only use a device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not use in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water and not in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water.

EMERGENCY HANDLING: In case of contamination or decomposition - Do not seal container or attempt to clean up spill.

• Do not use in a container or device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not mix this product with any other product or treatment products, away from this product. Use only in pool water by scattering product over pool surface.

• Only use a device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not use in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water and not in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water.

EMERGENCY HANDLING: In case of contamination or decomposition - Do not seal container or attempt to clean up spill.

• Do not use in a container or device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not mix this product with any other product or treatment products, away from this product. Use only in pool water by scattering product over pool surface.

• Only use a device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not use in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water and not in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water.

EMERGENCY HANDLING: In case of contamination or decomposition - Do not seal container or attempt to clean up spill.

• Do not use in a container or device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not mix this product with any other product or treatment products, away from this product. Use only in pool water by scattering product over pool surface.

• Only use a device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not use in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water and not in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water.

EMERGENCY HANDLING: In case of contamination or decomposition - Do not seal container or attempt to clean up spill.

• Do not use in a container or device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not mix this product with any other product or treatment products, away from this product. Use only in pool water by scattering product over pool surface.

• Only use a device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not use in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water and not in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water.

EMERGENCY HANDLING: In case of contamination or decomposition - Do not seal container or attempt to clean up spill.

• Do not use in a container or device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not mix this product with any other product or treatment products, away from this product. Use only in pool water by scattering product over pool surface.

• Only use a device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not use in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water and not in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water.

EMERGENCY HANDLING: In case of contamination or decomposition - Do not seal container or attempt to clean up spill.

• Do not use in a container or device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not mix this product with any other product or treatment products, away from this product. Use only in pool water by scattering product over pool surface.

• Only use a device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not use in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water and not in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water.

EMERGENCY HANDLING: In case of contamination or decomposition - Do not seal container or attempt to clean up spill.

• Do not use in a container or device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not mix this product with any other product or treatment products, away from this product. Use only in pool water by scattering product over pool surface.

• Only use a device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not use in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water and not in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water.

EMERGENCY HANDLING: In case of contamination or decomposition - Do not seal container or attempt to clean up spill.

• Do not use in a container or device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not mix this product with any other product or treatment products, away from this product. Use only in pool water by scattering product over pool surface.

• Only use a device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not use in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water and not in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water.

EMERGENCY HANDLING: In case of contamination or decomposition - Do not seal container or attempt to clean up spill.

• Do not use in a container or device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not mix this product with any other product or treatment products, away from this product. Use only in pool water by scattering product over pool surface.

• Only use a device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not use in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water and not in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water.

EMERGENCY HANDLING: In case of contamination or decomposition - Do not seal container or attempt to clean up spill.

• Do not use in a container or device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not mix this product with any other product or treatment products, away from this product. Use only in pool water by scattering product over pool surface.

• Only use a device that has been used with any other product.

• Do not use in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water and not in feeder, floater or skimmer. Always mix into water.
Power Blast®
Calcium Hypochlorite Shock for Pools
Quick dissolving.
Controls algae, kills bacteria and destroys organic contaminants.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
Follow label directions for each product.

USE.
READ ALL PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS BEFORE USE.

REMINDERS:
- Never use this product with any other chemicals.
- For use in Hayward, Pentair or other systems with automatic chlorine generators.

INFORMATION:
Write in cold water to dissolving water.

EMERGENCY HANDLING:
In case of contamination or decomposition - Do not model container. Remove container from immediate area and wash down with large amounts of water. Dispose of the container in an environmentally sound manner. Do not enter in the water. Do not add water to the product. Add the necessary amount of water slowly to the granules in a bucket or vats. Do not add water to the product. Add only to water for treatment. Follow label directions. 

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY CALL: 1-800-654-6911

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN:
IF SWALLOWED:
Call a poison control center or doctor immediately. 

IF INHALED:
Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

IF IN EYES:
Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. 

FIRST AID:

IN CASE OF CONTAMINATION OR DECOMPOSITION:
Do not model container. Remove container from immediate area and wash down with large amounts of water. Dispose of the container in an environmentally sound manner. Do not enter in the water. Do not add water to the product. Add only into water. Highly reactive liquid in the presence of water, water treatment chemicals or other materials. Avoid contact with skin, hair, face, eyes, clothing, and skin burns. May be fatal if swallowed. Irritating to skin and eyes. Corrosive. Causes irreversible eye damage. 

POISON CONTROL CENTER:
1-800-624-9544

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.

DANGER:

HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

POISON SPECIES:
Power Blast® is a concentrated, dry chlorine agent. To prevent eye irritation, use this product only in water. Human and aquatic life may be killed by the presence of this product. Hazardous to aquatic life. Use recommended quantities at the rate of 1 pound per 10,000 gallons of swimming pool water. Add total required amount at one time. Never mix this product with any other chemical. Do not contaminate waterways. 

IN CASE OF ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE:
This pesticide is toxic when burned and should be disposed of in accordance with applicable guidelines. Contact your state water board or regional office of the EPA. 

KEEP THIS PRODUCT DRY IN A COOL, DRY, WELL-VENTILATED AREA.

STORAGE:

DO NOT USE THIS PRODUCT IN A CONTAINER OR DISPENSEING MECHANISM IN SUCH A MANNER INCONSISTENT WITH ITS LABELING.

PENDING
*This pail does not need a child warning label.

M & M INDUSTRIES
KASE 899C

SIDEWALL Template

12.0 GALLON DRUM 1/31/14

42.1975 bolt wrap
Live area 13 x 41.25
EMERGENCY HANDLING: In case of contamination or decomposition - Do not mishandle or contaminate this product. Avoid exposure to large amounts of water. Dispense of the container and contents to any other authority in an approved land fill area.

NOTICE TO PHYSICIAN: Probable mucosal damage may contraindicate the use of gastric lavage. If the patient is conscious and able to swallow, encourage self-medication by drinking plenty of water. If the patient is unconscious, do not attempt to induce vomiting. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. Have person breathe normally - DO NOT MOUTH-BREATHE. If in eyes: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. IF IN EYES:

EMERGENCY HANDLING: In case of contamination or decomposition - Do not mishandle or contaminate this product. Avoid exposure to large amounts of water. Dispense of the container and contents to any other authority in an approved land fill area.

NOTICE TO PHYSICIAN: Probable mucosal damage may contraindicate the use of gastric lavage. If the patient is conscious and able to swallow, encourage self-medication by drinking plenty of water. If the patient is unconscious, do not attempt to induce vomiting. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. Have person breathe normally - DO NOT MOUTH-BREATHE. If in eyes: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. IF IN EYES:

EMERGENCY HANDLING: In case of contamination or decomposition - Do not mishandle or contaminate this product. Avoid exposure to large amounts of water. Dispense of the container and contents to any other authority in an approved land fill area.

NOTICE TO PHYSICIAN: Probable mucosal damage may contraindicate the use of gastric lavage. If the patient is conscious and able to swallow, encourage self-medication by drinking plenty of water. If the patient is unconscious, do not attempt to induce vomiting. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. Have person breathe normally - DO NOT MOUTH-BREATHE. If in eyes: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. IF IN EYES: